BETH DAVID
מדריך לפסח

Guide to Pesah Preparations 5778 – 2018

Based on the Guide produced by the Rabbinical Assembly Committee on
Jewish Law and Standards.
General Considerations

The Torah prohibits the ownership of hametz (leaven) during
Pesah. Therefore, we rid our places of residence and business of
much of our hametz before Pesah and arrange for the sale of any
remaining hametz (whether we are aware of it or not) to a nonJew. The transfer, mekhirat hametz, is accomplished by appointing
an agent to handle the sale. It is valid and legal transfer of ownership. At the end of the holiday, the agent arranges for the reversion of ownership of the now-permitted hametz. If ownership of
the hametz was not transferred before the holiday, the use of this
hametz is prohibited after the holiday as well (hametz she-avar alav
ha-Pesah). The sale of hametz can be arranged though Michael
Rubin, using the enclosed form, or at the synagogue office.
Because the Torah prohibits the eating of hametz during Pesah, and
because many common foods contain some admixture of hametz,
guidance is necessary when shopping and preparing for Pesah.
During the eight days of Pesah, hametz cannot lose its identity
in an admixture (in combination with other substances). Therefore, the minutest amount of hametz renders the whole admixture
hametz, and its use on Pesah is prohibited. However, during the
rest of the year, hametz follows the normal rules of admixture, i.e.,
it loses its identity in an admixture of one part hametz and sixty
parts of non-hametz (batel be-shishim). This affords us the opportunity to differentiate between foods purchased before and during
Pesah. So, for example, foods like milk that rarely, if ever,

contain hametz may be bought before Passover for
use on Passover without special certification of their
status as being kosher for Passover. Those who wish to be

strict need not accept this leniency in their own homes, but they
should accept as kosher for Pesah any homes they visit where the
practice is to use this leniency, for it is well grounded in Jewish law.
A problem that has arisen with regard to this leniency, however, is the fact that the food industry changes its practices very
rapidly, and sometimes items that appear to be clear of hametz
may in fact contain some hametz. The rabbi should be consulted when any doubt arises. In particular, Kosher le-Pesah labels
that do not bear the name of a rabbi or one of the recognized
symbols of rabbinic supervision, or which are not integral to
the package, should not be used without consulting the rabbi.

Prohibited foods include the following: leavened
bread, cakes, biscuits, crackers, cereal, coffees containing cereal derivatives, wheat, barley, oats, spelt,
rye, and all liquids containing ingredients or flavors made from grain alcohol. Most Ashkenazic
authorities have added the following foods (kitniyot) to the above list: rice, corn, millet, legumes
beans and peas; however, string beans are permitted.

The Committee on Jewish Law and Standards has passed a rabbinic ruling that even for Ashkenazim, peanuts and peanut oil
are permissible because they were not known, and therefore not
banned, by northern European authorities. Some Ashkenazic authorities permit, while others forbid, the use of legumes in a form
other than their natural state, for example, corn sweeteners, corn
oil, soy oil. Sephardic authorities permit the use of all kitniyot.
PERMITTED FOODS:

A. The following foods require no kosher le-Pesah label if purchased before or during Pesah: Fresh fruits
and vegetables (for legumes see above), eggs, fresh
fish, and fresh meat.
B. The following foods require a kosher le-Pesah label if purchased before or during Pesah: All baked
products (matzah, cakes, matzah flour, farfel, matzah meal, and any products containing matzah);
canned or bottled fruit juices; canned tuna; wine;
vinegar; liquor; oils; dried fruits; candy; chocolate
flavored milk; ice cream; yogurt and soda.
DETERGENTS: If permitted during the year, powdered and liquid detergents do not require a kosher le-Pesah label.
MEDICINES, COSMETICS, AND TOILETRIES:
MEDICINES.
1) All pill medications (with our without hametz binders) that one
swallows are permitted without special rabbinic certification as
being kosher for Passover.
2) All chewable pills that have kitniyot are permitted. If the chewable pills have hametz and no substitute is available, ask your rabbi.
3) All liquid medications that have hametz should not be used. If
they contain no hametz but do contain kitniyot, they are permissible.
Before discontinuing any medication, consult with your rabbi and
physician.
COSMETICS AND TOILETRIES.
1) All varieties of body soaps, shampoos, and stick deodorants are
permitted for use on Pesah regardless of their ingredients.
2) All types of ointments, creams, nail polish, hand lotions, eye
shadow, eyeliner, mascara, blush, foot and face powders, and ink
and paint may be used regardless of their ingredients.
3) Colognes, perfumes, hairspray, shaving lotions, and deodorants
that have restorable, denatured alcohol should not be used. This
applies only to produces in a pure liquid state.
4) Lipstick that contains hametz should not be used.

KASHERING OF UTENSILS: The process of kashering utensils
depends on how the utensils are used. According to halakhah,
leaven can be purged from a utensil by the same process in which
it was absorbed in the utensil (ke-voleo kakh poleto). Therefore,
utensils used in cooking are kashered by boiling, those used in
broiling are kashered by fire and heat, and those used only for cold
food are kashered by rinsing.
A. EARTHENWARE (china, pottery, etc.) may not be kashered.
However, fine translucent chinaware which has not been used for
over a year may be used if scoured and cleaned in hot water.
B. METAL (wholly made of metal) UTENSILS USED IN FIRE
(spit, broiler) must first be thoroughly scrubbed and cleansed and
then made hot until it glows. Those used for cooking or eating (silverware, pots) must be thoroughly scrubbed and cleaned and not
used for 24 hours. Then they are completely immersed in boiling
water. Metal baking utensils cannot be kashered.
C. GLASSWARE:
1. Drinking and serving utensils (plates, serving platters, etc.):
Authorities disagree as to the method for koshering glass utensils used for drinking and eating. One opinion requires soaking in
water for three days, changing the water every 24 hours. The other
opinion requires only that one thoroughly scrub them or put them
through a dishwasher.
2. Glass cookware: This category includes cookware made of modern materials that are as non-porous as glass, such as pyrex. There
is a difference of opinion as to whether glass cookware needs to
be koshered or can be. One opinion is that it must be kashered.
After thoroughly cleaning it, wait 24 hours. Then, boil water in it
that overflows the rim, or immerse it into boiling water. The other
opinion is that, only a thorough cleansing is required. Others believe that glass cookware cannot be kashered.
3. Glass bakeware, like metal bakeware, cannot be kashered for
Passover.
KASHERING OF APPLIANCES:
A. Convection Ovens.
1. The Oven Itself.
•
Remove all oven racks.
•
Remove fan housing/covering from the back of the oven.
•
Spray abrasive cleaner (e.g., Dow Easy Off) on the entire oven, including its walls, oven floor, and fan assembly, and all
parts of the door and the door crease if there is any dirt there.
•
Spray the doors, including the glass.
•
If the back plate cannot be removed, then thoroughly
spray the cleaner over and inside the entire fan assembly.
•
After all the areas are covered with cleaner; heat the oven
to 300 degrees for about 20 minutes.
•
Wash the oven with a long handled brush, using cold water and soap, removing all the loose dirt. Take care not to short
electrical parts of the oven.
•
Reapply cleaner to areas that have a great build up of dirt.
Steel wool and scrapers may be required. Baked-on dirt and grease
must be removed before you can begin to make everything kosher.
•
After you have examined the oven and have determined
that all dirt has been removed, the oven should be turned up to
the highest possible setting for one and a half hours with the fan
blowing.
B. Oven Racks and Grates.
There are two ways to kasher:
Stove top method:
Take the grates or racks and place them on the stove top. This can
only be done if the oven top can handle the heat, so in all likelihood it is only a gas stove top that can be used for koshering racks
and grates this way. Otherwise the racks and grates need to be
heated with a blow torch.

Stove top method:
•Wrap the entire stove top with a double layer of foil wrap, covering over the entire stove top with the foil. The shiny side should
be facing down in the direction of the stove top. This causes maximum heat.
•Set the burners to a low heat.
•Tightly seal the foil wrap around all the racks and grates, and
place them on the stove top.
•Raise the burners to highest setting.
•With long metal pliers, carefully check if libun (white-hot heat)
has been accomplished. If the metal of the racks and grates is glowing with a red color, then it has been accomplished.
•After half an hour, carefully and from a distance, remove the foil
and allow the racks and grates to cool down, and then return them
to the oven that is now kosher for Passover.
Inside the oven method:
Clean the oven racks very carefully to ensure all food residue and
stains are removed. Then put them in the bottom of the oven (not
on the tracks) as it is being kashered as per the instructions below.
C. Regular Ovens.
Thoroughly clean all surfaces of the oven. Closing the oven and
heating it up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit for an hour and a half will
suffice.
D. Self-Cleaning and Continuous Cleaning Ovens.
Self-cleaning ovens should be scrubbed and cleaned and then
put through the self-cleaning cycle, or the ovens can be cleaned
and kashered by running the full self-cleaning cycle. Continuous
cleaning ovens must be kashered in the same manner as regular
ovens.
E. Stove Tops:
There are at least 4 types of stove tops:
Gas Stoves with space between the burners:
Clean the metal parts above and around the gas area then turn on
the heat. If the burner parts can get hot enough to burn straw then
that will suffice, if not put them into the hot oven during oven
kashering. It may be easier to just clean the burner area then cover
the burner with foil inverted side up to heat clean and kasher the
burner area. In either case you still need to put foil in the middle
area after cleaning.
Gas stoves that have no open space between the burners (commercial
or high end):
Clean thoroughly to remove all food, then cover whole area with
inverted foil and turn on heat. The result is that the entire stove top
is kosher and there is no need for foil.
Electric Coils with open metal between the burners:
Clean under the electric burner replacing any foil or other catch
material. Turn on coils till very hot. Clean open top area and cover
in foil. Some pour boiling water over mid area then foil as well.
There might be a case for not covering in foil once boiling water
has been poured over it, but most cover in foil anyway.
Smoothtop Electric Ranges:
Smoothtop electric ranges present a problem. They cannot be
covered with foil, nor heated at a high temperature, nor cleaned
with an abrasive cleaner. Consult with the manufacturer on how to
clean the smoothtop. Then discuss with your rabbi if that method
of cleaning is adequate enough to kasher the smoothtop. Some will
not be able to be kashered. We suggest leaving the burners on until
they are bright red and have reached maximal temperature for a
few minutes. After they cool down for a while pour boiling water
over the glass areas in between burners.
H. Microwave ovens.
Microwave ovens, which do not cook food by means of heat,
should be cleaned, and then a cup of water should be placed inside. Then the oven should be turned on until most of the water is
boiled. A microwave oven that has a browning element cannot be
kashered for Pesah.

I. Dishwasher.
A full cycle with detergent should be run, then the machine should
not be used for a period of 24 hours, after which, it should be run
with only water set at the highest temperature.
J. Other Electrical Appliances: If the parts that come into contact
with hametz are removable, they can be kashered in the appropriate way (if metal, follow the rules for metal utensils). If the parts
are not removable, the appliance cannot be kashered. (All exposed
parts should be thoroughly cleaned.)
COUNTERTOPS
There are many types of surface used for countertops. Some can be
kashered by cleaning and then pouring boiling water over the surface; others need to be cleaned and then covered. It is important
to note that these materials are kasherable, only as long as they are
not stained, scratched, or cracked. Surfaces with a synthetic finish
also must be cleaned and covered as they may not be kasherable.
TABLES, CLOSETS
If used with hametz, they should be thoroughly cleaned and covered, and then they may be used.
KITCHEN SINK
A metal sink can be kashered by thoroughly cleaning it, then leaving it unused for 24 hours, and then pouring boiling water over
it. A porcelain sink should be cleaned and a sink rack used. If,
however, dishes are to be soaked in a porcelain sink, a dish basin
must be used.
HAMETZ AND NON-PASSOVER UTENSILS
Non-Passover dishes, pots and hametz whose ownership has been
transferred to a non-Jew should be separated, locked up or covered, and marked in order to prevent accidental use.

מחירת חמץ
Mehirat
Hametz
According to Jewish law, the disposal of hametz in one’s
premises before the beginning of the Passover Festival
requires the removal or storing away of all hametz. Since
we are not permitted to own any hametz during the
eight days of Pesah, Jewish law provides for a technical
procedure whereby we sell all hametz in our possession
for the duration of the festival .
Ritual Director Michael Rubin is the authorized agent
in our congregation through whom Mekhirat Hametz,
or the selling of hametz, may be carried out. You may
contact him in person no later than 8:00 a.m. on Friday,
March 30. Those unable to do so in person may complete
the enclosed authorization form, and return it no later
than March 29, 2018. The form may also be completed
online at www.bethdavid.com.

ıÕÓÀÁ ˙KÈDŸa

Searching for the Hametz

The search for Hametz begins with the following
blessing:

¯÷⁄‡ ¨ÌÀÏ«ÚÀ‰ _ŒÏŒÓ ÂÈÕ‰≠¿¤‡ È≠È ‰zÃ‡ _e¯Àa
ÆıÕÓÀÁ ¯eÚœa ÏÃÚ eeœˆÂ ¨ÂÈ˙«ŸˆœÓŸa e÷∆EN

Praised are You, O Lord, our God, King of the
Universe, Who has sanctified us with Your
commandments and commanded us to remove
the leaven [before Passover].
At the end of the search for Hametz, the Hametz
is wrapped carefully and the following
declaration is recited:

dzœÓÁ⁄ ‡ÀÏE∆ È!˙e÷Yœ· ‡Àk‡œ E∆ ‰ÀÚÈœÓÁ⁄ Â ‡TÈœÓÁ⁄ ÏÀk
ÈÂ¤‰ŒÏÂ ÏÕËÀaœÏ dÕÏ ‡ŸÚAÈ ‡ÀÏEe dzYÃÚœ· ‡ÀÏEe
Æ‡ÀÚYÃ‡E ‡TŸÙÃÚŸk ¯LŸÙŒ‰

May all the leaven in my possession which I
have not seen or removed be regarded as nonexistent and considered as mere dust of the
earth.

ıÕÓÀÁ ¯eÚœa

Burning the Hametz

The morning of the Eve of Passover (and the
First Seder), the leaven is burned,or otherwise
obliterated, and the following recited:

dzÊ⁄Á∆A È!˙e÷Yœ· ‡Àkœ‡∆E ‰ÀÚÈœÓ⁄ÁÂ ‡TÈœÓ⁄Á ÏÀk
dzYÃÚœ·∆E ¨dzœÓ⁄Á ‡ÀÏ∆Ee dzœÓ⁄Á∆A ¨dzÊ⁄Á ‡ÀÏ∆Ee
‡TŸÙÃÚŸk ¯LŸÙŒ‰ ÈÂ¤‰ŒÏÂ ÏÕËÀaœÏ ¨dzYÃÚœ· ‡ÀÏEe
Æ‡ÀÚYÃ‡E

May all the leaven in my possession, whether I
have seen it or not,or whether I have removed
it or not, be regarded as non-existent and
considered as mere dust of the earth.
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From the desk of
The Ritual Director

SALE OF HAMETZ
Selling of Your Hametz!
Dear Members! Do not forget to properly relieve yourselves of the onerous task
of removing all items of hametz from your household by performing the annual
ritual of selling those items, on a temporary basis. As ritual director at Beth
David, I humbly accept the honoured responsibility, as always, to act as your
agent and seek the appropriately informed purchaser for this purpose. Forms are
available online and at the synagogue for your ritual pleasure.
Please be sure to do this no later than Thursday, March 29. Be aware, as well,
that there is no great honour nor added benefit to being the last member to
perform this time-tried task just before the advent of Pesach.
We greatly appreciate the traditional donation made to the synagogue as part of
this practice.
Mechirah Mehanah!

From the desk of
The Ritual Director

SALE OF HAMETZ
Delegation of Power of Attorney for Sale of Hametz

Be advised that I, the undersigned, fully empower and appoint, Michael Rubin, the
Ritual Director, to act in my place and stead and on my behalf to sell all hametz,
possessed by me, as defined by the Torah and rabbinic law (e.g. hametz, doubtful
hametz, all kinds of hametz mixtures, all hametz that tends to harden and to adhere to
the surface of cooking or eating utensils) I also empower Michael Rubin to lease or
sublease all places wherein this hametz owned by me may be found during Passover,
especially in the premises located at:

and elsewhere.
The Ritual Director, Michael Rubin has the full right to sell, dispose and lease by
transactions as he deems fit and proper and for such time as he believes necessary in
accordance with all the detailed terms required by Jewish law, which I authorize
Michael Rubin to execute on my behalf.
Also, I hereby give the said Michael Rubin full power of authority to appoint a
substitute in his stead with full power to sell and to lease as provided therein. The
above given power is in conformity with all Torah laws, Rabbinical regulations and
also in accordance with the laws of the Province of Ontario and of Canada. And to
this I hereby affix my signature on this _________day of the month of ______, 2018

Signature:
Name:

_________________________________________

A minimum contribution is appreciated.

